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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope and Purpose
This manual provides an overview of installing, setting up and using GlassUp F4 Dashboard
for Windows. From now on the name Dashboard will be used to describe the entire
application.
Dashboard is an application built for Windows systems on top of GlassUp F4 SDK, a robust
set of API’s created in order to communicate with F4 devices.
In the next pages will be explained the typical workflow of the F4+Dashboard solution.

1.2 Process Overview
Dashboard is a Windows application developed by GlassUp in order to manage the F4
Glasses network and act as a central point in a server/client scenario.
The typical workflow is the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Installation
First run / setup
Adding / Remove glasses
Manage media
Interact with glasses

1.3 Prerequisites
Dashboard is an application developed for Microsoft Windows environment running on a
PC capable of manage Audio/Video fluxes.
The prerequisites are the following:
• PC running Windows® Vista SP2, 7, 8, 8.1 or 10 both 32- and 64-bit operating
systems.

•
•

Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz processor minimum

•
•
•
•
•

4 Gb RAM
300 Mb free disk space
.NET Framework 4.6 (installed by Dashboard setup)
Visual Studio 2015 redistributables (installed by Dashboard setup)
Internet

Network capable of 1Mbps down / 512kbps up

2 Installation
Dashboard application comes packed in a single .exe file that can be started by double clicking on it from any
position in the PC’s file system. Please follow the instructions of the installation wizard in order to correctly deploy
the app and its dependencies on the PC.
During the process, the setup wizard will collect all the relevant information relative to the actual system
configuration and all the missing features will be automatically downloaded.
The features that may be downloaded are the followings:
•

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Redistributables

•

Microsoft .Net Framework 4.6 Runtime

•

H264 Codecs

If Windows were to ask permissions to proceed, please grant those permissions in order to complete the
installation, all the steps are mandatory for a correct installation.
The H264 Codecs asks to install 32 bit or 64 bit files on your machine, please choose both as the default situations
it’s shown.
NOTE: Internet connection is required on this phase.
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3 Setup
3.1 First run
During the first run of the application we have to setup some basic things, the first one is the base folder.
3.1.1

Setup the base folder:

1. Start the application by either double click on Dashboard icon on your Desktop or by choosing the
Dashboard app from the start menu.
2. A warning appears that signals a missing configuration:

3. Press the three dots button in order to choose and/or create the base folder.
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4. If you want to create a new folder press “make new folder” otherwise select your folder and press Ok

5. Click ok to confirm, the Dashboard automatically closes.

6. Restart the Dashboard by using the icon on your desktop or the Start menu entry.
NOTE: Several subfolders are automatically created by Dashboard. Please choose a folder in which
you have permissions to read and write, typically a sub folder of the desktop or the document folder
is the best option.
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3.1.2

Login and first configuration:

1. The dashboard presents itself as the following picture:
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2. Enter “admin” as username and “admin” as password and press the Login button or press Enter on your
keyboard:
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3. Press Settings button.

4. Dashboard creates automatically 4 subfolders for the different media, if you want to use your own names
please use the buttons on the right of each sub folder to choose the proper directory.

3.1.3

Setup network settings

All F4 Glasses must be in the same Wi-Fi network, Dashboard is capable to manage up to 255 different F4
Glasses
1. Change Default IP class mask according to your network class address.
2. Click “Back to Dashboard” in order to save settings and exit the setup page.
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4 Dashboard Home Screen
Dashboard open itself showing the home page (the real “dashboard”). This page has several sections:
•
•
•
•
•

User management (see below)
Messages (see below)
Notes (see below)
Weather and Stats (see Settings section)
News (see Settings section)

4.1 Users
By default Dashboard comes with an admin user, the credentials are
Username: admin
Password: admin
You can change user settings by clicking the info sign at the upper right of the user section:

On this dialog you can change different settings:
•
•
•

Nickname – you can change the name of the user (login name)
Icon – you can choose an image to represent your user, just click “Change button” and select an image
Password – here you can change the password, the new one will be saved encrypted on disk

By clicking “Save user settings” the settings are saved in an encrypted file in the user subfolder under the Base
folder
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4.2 Send alert message
In this section you can send an Alert Text Message to all the glasses that are online at the moment. This is
useful when you want to inform immediately all your workers wearing F4 glasses of an important issue,
typically an alert due to a danger situation that is happening. This options must be used only if necessary
because the message is sent to all the glasses in the network and has the top priority upon all other messages the
glasses are displaying. If you want to send a message to one specific F4 you can use the Glasses section in
which you can communicate with each F4 in exclusive way.
In order to send the alert message you have to “arm” the operation by clicking the “arm action” checkbox, this
will enable the send button. After that simply write your message and click the “send” button.
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4.3 Notes
Dashboard is meant to be used as the main and top most program on your desktop (often in full screen) so it is
useful to be able to write and store some notes ( in a post-it fashion) that can be used to write info and
reminders. You can add and delete notes and those notes will be saved and shown at every Dashboard session.
Press “Add note” to add a new note and the following dialog will be prompt:

•
•
•

Write your note by changing the default text in the textbox
Choose the type of your note by selecting the right color among the four available
Press “Add note” to add and save the note
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5 Settings page
Clicking on the Settings button on the left buttons panel you can access to the Dashboard Settings Page. On this
page, you set the general options of the program: Base Folder, Media Folders, Default IP Class Mask, Codecs Setup,
Skin Management, External Updates.

NOTE: Every change made on this page is saved whenever the “Back to Dashboard” button is
pressed.

5.1 Base folder
Base folder is one of the most important settings of Dashboard application, it defines the root folder under
which all the relevant info of the dashboard itself and the info of the glasses are stored. By default, under the
Base folder we found the four Media folders (but you can change the Media folders positions as you wish):
•
•
•
•

Audio
Docs
Pics
Video

The meaning of each media folder is described in the next chapter.
Base folder hosts also other two subfolders:
•
•

Glasses
Users
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Glasses folder stores the configurations and logs of all configured glasses in the Dashboard. Under this folder
each glasses is represented by a subfolder with the name corresponding to the IP of the F4. Inside each F4
folder we found an XML file with configuration info and two subfolders:
•
•

Recs – in this folder all video recordings made during video streaming sessions are stored
Snapshots – in this folder all snapshots taken by the user from the various F4 are stored

5.2 Media folders
These folders contain all the media potentially available to the F4 Glasses on the network. Files on these folders
are available only to the Dashboard, in order to make them available to the F4 Glasses you must use the transfer
tools available in each F4 Glasses section of the Dashboard.
•
•
•
•

Audio – Any .WAV or .MP3 is allowed
Docs – Any .PDF is allowed
Pics – Any .JPG, .BMP, .GIF (also animated), .PNG is allowed
Video – Any .MP4, .MOV is allowed

5.3 Default IP class mask
Dashboard and F4 glasses must operate on the same network. In order to the Dashboard to see the glasses IP,
we have to use IP addresses of the F4 devices. This setting sets the default IP mask used whenever a new F4 is
added to the Dashboard so to ask only the last part of the sequence. Please enter the IP class mask
corresponding to your Wi-Fi network.

5.4 Codecs
You can save recordings of every streaming coming from F4’s Video Camera, to do so Dashboard uses special
H264 codecs. GlassUp has set the codecs with compression values that are a good compromise between speed
and quality. We advice to use the default settings, but if you would like to alter the codecs settings (and you
know what you are doing, of course) you can press the “Advanced setup” button.

5.5 Skin colors
This section permits to change color combinations and logos in order to personalize the visual aspect of the
Dashboard. It is possible to skin the Dashboard to match your company’s style:
•
•
•

Colors – click on each colored square in order to make appear the color selection tool and choose the
desired color
Logo – click on the three dots button to open the file selection dialog and choose a logo that will appear on
the left upper side of the Dashboard
Caption – Enter the text you want to appear on the title of the Dashboard

If you want to revert the changes click on the “Default Skin” button.
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5.6 Updates
Dashboard use an internet connection in order to retrieve various info from the external, so the features present
in this section work only if a working connection is present.
•

•

•

“Enable search for updates” – Dashboard has the ability of searching for updates from GlassUp servers. If
this option is enabled updates will be searched at regular intervals and after each program session. The
update mechanism is automatic and is prompted to the user whenever a new update is found.
“Show a news page” – If this option is enabled, a news page will be shown on the home screen of the
dashboard in a mini-browser window. The default news page is from the GlassUp website, but you can
choose your own source or page to show in home screen by entering the address in the textbox.
Weather – Weather forecast and temperature can be shown on the home page of the Dashboard, the default
city is Modena, Italy (GlassUp’s headquarter) but you can choose your own place. It is also possible to show
temperature in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius by disabling the “Celsius” checkbox.
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6 Media panel
In this panel, you can basically manage the media you want to be available to your glasses and you can also
associate each media to a QRCode.
You can change the type of media to show by selecting among:
•
•
•
•

Pics
Video
PDF
Audio

For each type a different preview panel will be shown as the pictures below:

The file list is the taken from the correspondent Media folder set in the settings page. Whenever you add a file
on those folders the change will be reflected on this page and a new entry in the list will be available. By
clicking on each entry a preview will be shown on the right side of the window.
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Each media file can be transferred to one or more F4 by using the Glasses section (see F4 Management on this
manual).
By default a QRCode representing the name of the file is associated with every media file so that once that
media is transferred to an F4 it can be played everytime the F4 “see” that particular QRCode in front of the
glasses camera. If your company has a different coding mechanism to associate Media and QRCode it’s
possible to change the associated QRCode for any of the media file:
•
•
•

Write the new name or code in the textbox
Press “change association” button and a new QRCode will be generated
Export or print the QRCode by using the appropriate button
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7 F4 Management
On this page you can add and manage your F4 devices once their network properties are properly set or setup a
new F4 in order to change the network settings of a particular device.
The first time you access this page it is blank:
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7.1 F4 already configured
If you want to add an F4 and your device is already configured to go into your network press Add F4, the
following dialog will be prompted:

You have to insert the IP address of the F4 you want to add, the first three parts are already set by using the IP
Mask set in the Settings section, you have to insert only the last part of the IP address. You can also set a name
to identify the glasses in your F4 list.
Press Insert and the F4 will be inserted.

After a few seconds you should see the status of the glasses going from offline to online and all the interaction
buttons enabled.
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7.2 F4 not yet configured
If you would like to use a brand new F4 that is not yet configured (Factory Settings) you have to reach it some
way on a network.
By default a brand new F4 searches for a Wi-Fi network that is called glassup_f4 with passkey equal to
12345678 so in order to communicate with it both the computer with the Dashboard and the F4 must be
connected to that Wi-Fi. The simplest way to obtain such temporary network is to use an Android phone and
start an HotSpot with:
SSID = glassup_f4
PASSKEY = 12345678
(see Appendices for a more in-depth procedure)
Once both PC and F4 are connected to the Android hotspot you can wear your F4 and by using the glasses GUI
(press Enter on the glasses portable keyboard to make the GUI appear in your field of view) select the NET
entry and note the IP shown in that screen.
Go to your Dashboard and press “Setup new F4” in the “Glasses” Section:

This section is straightforward, please enter in the first field the IP that you have noted down when you were
wearing the F4, enter the name of the Wi-Fi network of your organization in the SSID field and the password of
your Wi-Fi network in the password field. If you use DHCP you can press “Send configuration to glasses” and
wait for the success message log appearing below the button. If you don’t use DHCP you have to insert also the
other parameters, please refer to your IT Manager to obtain all the necessary parameters.
Once the F4 has the new configuration it will reboot automatically and will enter to the network you have set.
Put the PC in the same network and press “Back to glasses” on the Dashboard, then press “Add F4” using the
new IP of the glasses (you can read it using the F4 itself as done before).
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8 Using F4
Once you have added at least one F4 to the Dashboard you can start to connect with it.
You should see the following situation with the F4 in the online status:

Or, if you add more F4’s you could see the following:
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8.1 Take picture button
This button take a photo from the F4 front camera, the resolution and quality of the picture is set in the settings
page of each F4. The image obtained is automatically saved in the “Snapshots” subfolder under the Glasses
folder on disk (in the Base Media Folder path) and numerated using the time of the shot. A preview of the
image is shown in the preview area of the Widget.

8.2 Streaming button
This button starts a stream from the F4 front video camera, the resolution and quality of the video is set in the
settings page of each F4. A preview of the streaming is shown in the preview area of the Widget.

8.3 VOIP button
This button starts a VOIP call between F4 and a SIP client of your choice. VOIP parameters can be set in the
settings section of the Widget.

8.4 Interactive Board button
This button opens the Interactive Board, a full screen page you can use to interact with the operator that wears
the F4 you are connected with.

The page has several sections, the main one is the Background Section that is used to show the high-quality
output coming from F4 Camera.
Buttons in the Background Section:
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8.4.1

Start/Stop Streaming

If you press this button the corresponding video streaming will be shown (live) on the Background Section.
The button changes its icon turning into a “stop” button. Press it again to stop the streaming process. The
quality of the streaming depends on the Streaming Quality parameter set in the F4 Settings page.
8.4.2

Video Recording

If you press this button while the streaming is playing, the video will be saved in the RECS folder under the
Glasses subfolder in the Base Media Folder path. If pressed again the recording stops.
8.4.3

Take Snapshot

This button triggers the F4 front camera and take a photo of what is in front of the user. The image is showed
full screen on the Background Section. The quality of the Snapshot depends on the Snapshot quality parameter
set in the F4 Settings page.
8.4.4

Grab Image

If you press this button while the streaming process is active, an image is grabbed and is transferred to the F4
Interactive Window (typically found on the lower right) in order to be used as a base for a content to be sent to
the F4. If no streaming is running and there is a Snapshot shown on the Background Section then the Snapshot
will be transferred to the F4 Interactive Window for later modifications.
8.4.5

Hide/Show F4 Interactive Window

This button hides or shows the F4 Interactive Window.
The F4 Interactive Window is an area that has the exact dimension of the F4 Display. This window can be used
to import images, manipulate them and send them to the remote user in order to show them in the field of view
of the person who wear the glasses.
The following paragraphs describe the relevant buttons and their functions:
8.4.6

Drag F4 Interactive Window

This button, if pressed and dragged, move the F4 Interactive Window around the Background Section.
8.4.7

Swipe/Clear

This button clears the F4 Interactive Window which becomes totally black painted. It also clears the real F4
display, so that the remote user has his field of view totally empty.
8.4.8

Import image

This button launches an Windows Open File Dialog in order to choose an image to be imported in the F4
Interactive Window. Once you have imported the window you can paint on it with the pen tools and colors. The
image is not sent to remote user until the Send button is pressed.
8.4.9

Color palette

This panel contains a set of common colors you can use to paint into the F4 Interactive Window using the
mouse if you are on a PC or a pen (or fingers) if you are in a Windows Tablet with Touch-Screen.
8.4.10 Pen size

This slider set the pen size for drawing in the F4 Interactive Window.
8.4.11

Send button

This button send the entire content of the F4 Interactive Window to the remote F4 user. It is also possible to
check the auto send feature in order to automatically send the content at every stroke done with the pen.
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8.4.12

Media panel

This button shows the Media panel, a complete media manager that allows you to send files to F4 and to play
them on the F4 glasses:

The panel is a classic two columns tool, on the right we have the list of the media found in the media folder
under the base folder set in the Dashboard settings, on the right there is the list of media present in the F4
memory. It is possible to send media from PC to F4 by selecting a media and pressing the arrow button. In order
to play the content on the F4 you can select the file on the left panel and press the “Show on F4” button. The
same operation is possible using the F4 Menu on the real device, operating with the F4 Keyboard.
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8.4.13

Chat panel

This button shows the Chat panel:

Simply write a text in the textbox and press the send button to send the message to the remote operator.
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8.5 F4 settings button
This button opens the F4 settings panel:

8.5.1

Glasses detail section

This section contains some info about the F4 connected. We can set the quality of the streaming and the quality
of the picture taken with the front camera. Press the Disk icon to save the settings.
8.5.2

Diagnostics section

This section contains data coming from several sensors present in the F4 chassis.
8.5.3

VOIP section

Here you can set the VOIP parameters in order to communicate with the F4 by voice. The VOIP account
address and password are the credentials to set into the F4 because it needs to have a valid VOIP account (SIP)
to make calls. The VOIP number to call represent the address to call whenever F4 starts a call. Please refer to
your IT Department in order to have all information about VOIP in your company. Press the Disk icon to save
the settings.
8.5.4

Keyboard section

F4 Keyboard has 4 multifunction keys that can be assigned to special F4 operations plus a side button that
operates as a multifunction button and behave in the same way. This section allows you to define the
associations between keys and actions to be taken by F4. Press the Disk icon to save the settings.
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8.5.5

Glasses firmware and update

This section updates the F4 firmware. When you receive an update from GlassUp choose the update file with
the three dots button and press “send firmware update to glasses” in order to update the f4 remotely.
This action cannot be reverted, be careful.

9 Appendices
9.1 Create an Android HotSpot
•
•
•

•

Open the Settings app.
It’s found on the apps screen. Some phones may call it Mobile HotSpot or 4G HotSpot.
Touch the “more” item in the Wireless & Network section, then choose Tethering and Portable Hotspot.
Choose the Wi-Fi hotspot entry to change SSID and Password, please enter:
SSID = glassup_f4
Password = 12345678
Press “save” or “ok” to confirm.
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10 Conventions
The following styles have been used in this manual:
Style Name

Apply to

Title

Title as listed on the cover page of the document

Subtitle Subtitle as listed on the cover page of the document
Chapter Name or Process or Workflow

11 Heading 1
Subsection or SubProcess or Workflow step

11.1 Heading 2

Subsection 2 or Procedure

11.1.1 Heading 3
Callout Block Copy
Note

Generic text following a heading

Chapter Body Copy
•

Chapter Body Copy –
Bullet
o

Notes, cautions or warnings, use arrow graphic on the left
margin

Chapter Body
Copy – Bullet 2

5. Chapter Body Copy –
Step
a) Chapter Body
Copy – Step a
Chapter Body Copy –
Indent
Chart Body Copy

Unordered list within a section or subsection, sometimes
within a Step to indicate alternative ways to do something.
A secondary unordered list, within a higher level ordered or
unordered list
An ordered list (sequential) used in a procedure to indicate
the order of actions to be taken
A secondary ordered list, e.g. substeps in a procedure
Sets additional text inward so that it aligns with either
Chapter Body Copy – Bullet or Chapter Body Copy – Step
Text within a table

Chart Header Information
Caption

The first row of a table.
Descriptive text for a table or graphic.

Header

Text that appears at the top of each page.

Footer

Text that appears at the bottom of each page.

Chart Title and Footer Info

Copyright and other front matter preceding the Table of
Contents; additional information used to footnote or provide
a legend for a table.
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Style Name

TOC Heading
TOC 1
TOC 2
TOC 3

Apply to
Heading used for Table of Contents, Table of Figures (if
applicable), and the Document Revisions pages of the front
matter to the document.
TOC display information for a chapter. Generated
automatically from Heading 1.
TOC display information for a sub-section. Generated
automatically from Heading 2.
TOC display information for a subsection 2. Generated
automatically from Heading 3.
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